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Newsletter – July 2019 

Earlier this month, NAF Festinos and traders commented on the CBD and approach roads being ‘the neatest and cleanest in a 

decade’.  And assessing South Africa’s local government, scenario planner Dr Frans Cronje of the SAIRR emphasised the evolving 

role of community structures in providing maintenance and service-delivery in place of municipal structures. We are grateful to 

the Grahamstown Residents Association and Business Forum who engage with the municipality on an ongoing basis. Makana 

Revive’s philosophy and ethos is DOING, and we are unable to contribute meaningfully within a culture of ceaseless engagement 

and meetings.  

 

As Makana Revive! celebrates its second anniversary, we acknowledge the foresight of our civic leaders who predicted the 

paralysis of local government and took action to address Grahamstown/Makhanda’s decline. In May, the Richmond Hill (PE) 

Special Ratings Area chairperson addressed Makana property owners on the concept of non-

profit organisations taking over functions in failed or poorly managed municipalities   

(see http://rhsra.co.za/faq/).  

 

Notwithstanding fundraising and donations amounting to less than 0,1 per cent of the 

Municipality’s operating budget, we have addressed some the worst deficiencies – sanitation, 

cleanliness, community safety and critical road repairs. Local media have reported extensively on 

Makana Revive!, and we have made international headlines with both the LA Times and Sky 

News. None of this would have been possible without the ongoing support of our citizens, NPO 

sector and business community.  

As we move into Spring, we are hoping for an excellent rainy season to alleviate our 

(preventable) water crisis. We are immensely grateful for the Gift of the Givers who intervened 

and continue to supply drinking water to our community.  Saving water must remain a priority of 

all our citizens and we urge everyone to do their bit. 

Sometimes our only option is to approach the courts for relief from the practical inadequacies of our Constitutional system. 

Recently, our civil society structures challenged the organs of state in the High Court after Eskom resolved to disconnect the 

electricity supply due to non-payment of collected tariffs.  The mismanagement of the refuse dump poses an ongoing health risk 

and environmental damage. , Positively, the courts found in favour of the citizens of Makhanda/Grahamstown and Makana 

Municipality and Eskom have been compelled to keep the lights on. The refuse dump is also the subject of ongoing contempt of 

court proceedings against municipal officials. 

Rands and cents... 

Five months into the current financial year we have received over R 95 000 in donations.  

R36 000 is thanks to recurring donations and the remainder was raised through the 

generosity of people and business responding to a call to assist during the SAMWU 

municipal go-slow.  A total of over R 60 000 was spent on this initiative over the 9-week 

labour disorder.  With our small team and a single bakkie, a record 14.1 tons of refuse was 

carted in a single day. We are grateful to all the individuals and businesses that donated 

time and resources in keeping our town functioning as normally as possible.  

 

A total of R153 000 amount was spent February to May 2019, resulting in a funding a 

shortfall of R57 000  

 

 



Potholes and parks… 

Most of February and March were focussed on the refuse issue and pothole repairs took 

a back-seat.  In April, R20 000 was applied to road repairs in Market and Scott Streets.  

Pothole repairs are by far our most challenging initiative because of the magnitude of the 

deterioration of the roads in our city and the immense cost involved.  Although superior 

to many temporary methods being applied, our fix methods are a good option under 

current circumstances. The ultimate solution is to resurface the roads, but this has a 

substantial price tag and Makana Municipality does not budget for scheduled road 

maintenance. 

  

Our collaboration with the Grahamstown Project has continued. Oatlands Park has become an 

example of what happens when ordinary people believe in a 

better reality.  With Graeme Holmes’ vision and the artistic 

talent of some of local scholars, Oatlands Park is a pleasant place 

to visit in African Street.   

 

In the interest of sustainable solutions, we partnered with the 

Grahamstown Project and launched a new initiative in June on a 

4-month trial basis. This involves a team of six staff who work 

full-time to keep the central part of the city free from litter and 

looking neat and tidy. The teams can be seen around town in 

their new branded clothing.  The success of this project depends 

on attracting sustainable funding.  Currently seed funding has 

been approved from the Gala Dinner fund reserve raised in 

2017.  We will shortly be approaching property owners to appeal for regular funds to keep this 

valuable initiative going.  

 

There is success in collaboration.. 

In addition to street lighting and road repair initiatives with the Albany Road, Ghostown/Sun City community. Makana Revive 

played a supporting role in the ‘Fix Upper Somerset Street’ 

Project.  We were able to assist in the technical, governance and 

administrative space.  The residents and businesses in Somerset 

Street raised enough funds to repair the extensive potholes on 

the upper part of Somerset Street, uphill of Beaufort Street.  The 

safety risks on this important thoroughfare motivated the 

community collaboration and Phase One of these repairs were 

completed ahead of the National Arts Festival. We value the 

opportunity to work together with communities in this manner.   

Individuals and businesses never fail to astound us, Traffic 

islands, grass verges and gutters have been ‘adopted’ and teams 

of people are seen cleaning, pruning, painting road lines and 

beautifying our city. The schools regularly hold street clean-ups 

and refuse removal projects. Around town, property owners are 

painting and maintaining their buildings – remarkable given the 

economic challenges we face.      

We would also like to thank our service providers and the teams of people who voluntarily pulled together to prepare our city 

for the National Art Festival.  We were proud to show our visitors the value of a devoted community.  

In conclusion… 

We continue to be humbled by the willingness of many who support Makana Revive financially and with skills, time and other 

resources. Our activities are limited  only by our resources, and your continued support is greatly appreciated.   

 

Looking ahead, 

 

Ron Weissenberg 
Chairperson 

 


